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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This Economic Impact Assessment (EIA) has been prepared by Urban Economics on behalf of Mr Kim
Carroll and Mrs Heidi Meyer, examining the need for a proposed Eco Luxe resort at 24 & 26 Box
Street, Buderim, critiquing the likely impacts and assessing the potential economic benefits for the
Sunshine Coast and South East Queensland economy as a result of the proposed development.



The resort is proposed to operate as a luxury hotel and spa that embodies international standards of
excellence, recognises the increasing sophistication and specialisation of the tourism market, and at
the same time respects and celebrates the Buderim lifestyle and reference to the area’s Indigenous
heritage.



The proposed Eco Luxe resort will substantially contribute to the meeting of economic and tourism
strategies and objectives for the Sunshine Coast and Queensland, delivering an ecoresort that will
appeal to emerging and growing market sectors, attract and support additional investment to the
Sunshine Coast, and establish a niche accommodation product for Buderim and the Sunshine Coast.
Critical Economic Benefits of the proposed $60million resort development for Buderim, the
Sunshine Coast and Queensland include:
o
o
o
o
o

More than 180 employment years created during construction on site and a total direct
and value-added flow on effect of some 450 employment years
Opportunities for some 125 workers on site
Total direct and value added employment opportunities for 215 FTE workers
More than $50million in direct and value added benefits as a result of the operation of the
resort
Training and employment opportunities for hospitality workers on the Sunshine Coast

A diverse array of integration opportunities and
proposed resort have also been identified including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Community Benefits

as a result of the

Promoting and enhancing the Sunshine Coast’s ‘brand’ as a tourism destination
Adding to the cultural and heritage values of the Buderim community
Consolidating Buderim as a ‘high profile’ and ‘high value’ destination of prestige
Enhancing access to a significant tourism facility locality between the coast and hinterland
eg ‘Mooloolaba to Maleny’
Providing a new accommodation venue that supports surrounding tourism attractions
Improving the attraction of Buderim as a tourist destination in its own right
Cultivating opportunities for training integration with the University and TAFE and
employment experience for students
Offering quality, business standard conference facilities
Providing luxury accommodation proximate to the wealth of Buderim experiences including
natural and recreational activities and attractions
Consolidating the mix of quality food and dining operators within Buderim
II
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Offering an alternative to Noosa for international visitors to the Sunshine Coast, with 52% of
international visitors staying in Noosa
Creating a sustainable ecoresort that will be a niche product for the Sunshine Coast
Contributing to the meeting of State and Local Government economic and tourism
strategies
Improving the competitiveness of the Sunshine Coast tourism industry
Contributing to the compelling reasons supporting the need for the expansion of the
Sunshine Coast Airport
Increasing opportunities for the Sunshine Coast and Queensland to increase the share of the
meetings and events market



There is a clear differential between the number, standard and mix of accommodation facilities on
the Sunshine Coast in comparison to other major tourism markets such as the Gold Coast,
suggesting that the Sunshine Coast may be missing particular target markets and tourism
opportunities.



With major new luxury hotel developments under construction and proposed in Brisbane and
elsewhere in South East Queensland expected to generate increased attraction of new visitor
markets to Queensland, there will be increasing demand for luxury accommodation in other
destinations such as the Sunshine Coast to cater for these markets as they extend their stay in
Queensland.



There is a clear and compelling need for new, luxury, 5 and 6 star resort accommodation on the
Sunshine Coast, and the proposed Eco Luxe resort with its eco-tourism and Indigenous experience
orientation will cater for a broad range of economic, community and planning needs, whilst
maximising economic and community benefits for the Buderim and Sunshine Coast communities.

III
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND

Buderim at 180m above sea level offers a unique Sunshine Coast lifestyle, proximate to the
beaches of the Sunshine Coast, accessible to services such as the airport and the Maroochydore
CBD, but retaining its connections with its local environment including cooler climate and tropical
rainforest. Mr Kim Carroll and Mrs Heidi Meyer are proposing an Eco Luxe resort in Buderim that
embraces and blends Buderim’s distinctive environment and heritage with the Sunshine Coast’s
tourist sector.
The subject site is located at 24 & 26 Box Street, Buderim on Lot 5 RP27823 and Lot 7 RP176066.
The Applicant has sought approval to be assessed under the Superseded Maroochy Shire Planning
Scheme. It is proposed to develop an Eco Luxe resort which will be unique for the Sunshine Coast,
and is expected to generate considerable economic and community benefits for the Sunshine Coast
and South East Queensland regional economies.
This Economic Impact Assessment (EIA) has been prepared by Urban Economics on behalf of Mr
Kim Carroll and Mrs Heidi Meyer, examining the need for a proposed Eco Luxe resort on the subject
site, critiquing the likely impacts and assessing the potential economic and community benefits for
the Sunshine Coast and South East Queensland as a result of the proposed development.
Urban Economics is a specialist economic and market research consultancy, dedicated to the
provision of professional, independent, objective and timely advice to the property sector. Our
research experiences spans more than 20 years consulting throughout Australia and New Zealand.
Based in Brisbane, we are specialists in South East Queensland’s dynamic market.
We have examined the demand for, feasibility of and economic impacts of a diverse mix of
developments including hotels, ecoresorts, convention centres, theme parks, residential estates,
retirement villages, workers accommodation, multi-level mixed use developments, golf courses,
island resorts, airports, shopping centres, aged care facilities, office and industrial parks, caravan
parks, medical and child care centres etc.

1.2

STUDY OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

This EIA examines the need for the proposed development in Buderim and critiques the likely
economic impacts and benefits that will be generated by the proposed resort for the Sunshine
Coast and the South East Queensland economies. In meeting these objectives, Urban Economics
has:


Inspected the site and reviewed plans for the proposed development
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1.3

Conducted a series of inspections of the Buderim Village and Buderim area noting the mix of
uses and role of these facilities
Reviewed tourism and economic strategies for Queensland and the Sunshine Coast and
their implications for the subject development
Defined and critiqued Eco Luxe accommodation development in Australia and
internationally, presenting a mix of case studies and exemplar projects
Reviewed key trends in tourism development and implications for Australia’s tourism
industry
Examined key trends in visitor arrival and experience patterns in Australia and the Sunshine
Coast
Critiqued the existing tourist infrastructure on the Sunshine Coast, including
accommodation mix and the position of the Buderim accommodation market within this
mix
Examined target markets and emerging target market opportunities for the Sunshine Coast
Assessed the demand for the proposed development
Examined the positioning of the proposed development within the tourist market, including
anticipated occupancy rates, price points and target markets
Assessed the economic impacts of the proposed development during construction and
operation including flow on impacts and employment effects
Critiqued the anticipated impacts of the proposed development on the tourism market on
the Sunshine Coast including implications for visitor numbers and expenditure patterns

BUDERIM

The name Buderim is derived from the Aboriginal word Badderam for the honeysuckle banksia,
which grew abundantly in the sandy country around the plateau of Buderim. Buderim was
originally explored by European settlers in the 1860’s as a timber resource, with significant
agricultural crops soon established on cleared land, including sugar cane, bananas, citrus, ginger
and coffee.
The Palmwoods tramway opened in 1915, offering a non-Government rail link from Palmwoods
Station via Forest Glen and onto Buderim Mountain. It was used to transport sugar, by
holidaymakers and other visitors to Buderim as it shortened the journey, and it was a scenic
attraction. By the early 1920s, Buderim was widely recognised as a health resort, and guest houses
such as Birdwood and Ryhope were opened, establishing an important tourism industry in
Buderim.
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Buderim with its established trees, location atop the escarpment and its outstanding views,
appealed to a range of overnight and daytrip visitors, attracting a number of eco and wellness
destinations that contributed to the overall appeal of the Sunshine Coast as a renowned and
revitalising tourism destination in Queensland, Australia.
With a lack in investment in new tourism infrastructure including short term accommodation in
Buderim in recent years, Buderim’s position as a recognised overnight destination has considerably
declined. The proposed development will once again reposition Buderim as an overnight
destination in its own right on the Sunshine Coast, with significant economic and community
benefits for the Buderim and Sunshine Coast communities.
Residential development in Buderim incorporates a diverse mix of rural residential, detached
traditional residential, a number of retirement villages, together with some higher density and aged
care facilities.
Buderim Village includes a range of convenience and weekly shopping and services including the
Woolworths supermarket, as well as a range of specialty stores e.g. bakery, newsagency, hair
salons, medical and health care professionals, child care centres etc. The Village also incorporates
a mix of boutiques, cafes, gift/homeware stores and galleries that cater to local residents and to
visitors, positioning the Village as a unique commercial and community precinct. There are
opportunities for visitors to the proposed Eco Luxe resort to patronise retailers and outlets within
the Buderim Village such as Tiffany Jones Fine Art Gallery, Diamonds of Distinction, Pure Footwear,
Gingers Boutique etc.
There are also opportunities to build on strong relationships with the diverse recreational,
educational, cultural and leisure facilities within the greater Buderim area including the University
of the Sunshine Coast in Sippy Downs, the Sunshine Coast TAFE Mooloolaba campus, the large
Kunara Organic supermarket and garden centre in Forest Glen, and a broad range of sporting
facilities and activities including the Buderim rainforest and waterfall walk, Maroochy Botanical
Gardens, Headlands Golf Club, Bellingham Maze, Buderim-Pony Club, Ballinger Sports Complex, as
well as the Mooloolah River National Park, which includes a canoe launching area.
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2.0 THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
2.1

THE SUBJECT SITE

Nestled discretely atop of the escarpment of Buderim’s south-eastern ridge, the Subject Site is
situated at 24 & 26 Box Street and is described as Lot 7 on RP176066 and Lot 5 RP27823. The Site
occupies some 4.07ha and is improved with a large main large dwelling, a secondary dwelling, pool
and gardens, interspersed with the natural vegetation.
Much of the site and surrounds are vegetated including the adjoining Buderim Village Park, which is
visioned to include open space areas, play areas for children, viewing platforms and recreation
trails.
FIGURE 2.1: The Subject Site

Source: Nearmap showing 2nd September 2015

24 & 26 Box Street is located at the escarpment end of Box Street, and offers high levels of
seclusion and privacy, with an exclusive driveway entrance to the property, creating a sense of
arrival and a sense of occasion.
The property enjoys sweeping dual views over the Sunshine Coast, including Glass House Mountain
and ocean views.
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2.2

THE PROPOSAL

A unique Eco Luxe Resort and Spa of 125 suites is proposed at 24 & 26 Box Street, Buderim. The
proposal seeks to be of a 5-6 star standard and incorporate the principles of Ecotourism Australia
to be both an ECO Certified Tourism and Respect Our Culture (ROC) Certified destination. Visioning
for the development anticipates a unique concept within Australia of a world-class standard that
embraces and values the established green character of its Buderim location, and seeks to
introduce a level of sophistication and accommodation experience that would be unique for the
Sunshine Coast tourism market.
The proposed luxury resort is intended to embody international standards of excellence, recognise
the increasing sophistication and specialisation of the tourism market, and at the same time
respect and celebrate the Buderim lifestyle.
More particularly, it is proposed to create a resort that will offer a niche, experiential focused
luxury accommodation facility that celebrates the Sunshine Coast and Buderim Indigenous
heritage, strong agricultural ties and unique environment, through its design, sustainable practices,
incorporation of Indigenous cultural experiences and sensitivity to its local environment and
Buderim community.
Mr Kim Carroll and Mrs Heidi Meyer have commenced discussions with a range of luxury hotel
operators and developers, who have expressed strong interest in the vision, location and
opportunity for a luxury resort in Buderim in catering for the evolving Sunshine Coast tourism
industry.
Additional facilities including function/meeting space and three restaurants are proposed to add
value to the resort and to the Buderim community. Facilities that particularly cater to the needs
and expectations of the resort’s guests will include heated resort style pools, luxury day spa,
gymnasium, sauna, multiple relaxation/revitalisation zones, landscaped gardens, whiskey lounge,
24 hour room service, concierge, sunset bar, library, fire pits, stargazing/wine tasting decks and a
wine cellar.
FIGURE 2.2 illustrates the proposed concept and site layout for the intended development, which
includes the emergence of buildings from the landscape in the form of unique Indigenous shapes,
in line with the Indigenous story of “place” being told in the greater design story of the resort.
Leading this noteworthy rural design story is the unique boomerang-shaped main building, serpentlike accommodation pods traversing the hillside and a spring-fed dam.
Other features of the proposed development include:



Conference facilities
Green roofs and green walls
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Boardwalks, bridges and rope crossings
Open relaxation areas and lawn
Food foraging gardens
Landscaped gardens and waterfalls
Staff training facilities
Waste recycling area with on-site bin turning
Manager’s residence
Caretaker’s cottage
Owner’s residence
Wedding opportunities
On-site parking
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FIGURE 2.2: The Proposed Development Concept
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3.0 THE ECO LUXE TOURISM MARKET
3.1

EMERGING TOURISM TRENDS

According to the Tourism Research Association State of the Industry 2014 Report, October
2014, the tourism industry directly contributed some $42billion to the Australian economy,
representing some 2.3% of GDP (2012-2013), and once allowing for flow-on or indirect effects
throughout the economy, some 6% of GPD. International visitor arrivals during 2013-14 were
7.6% greater than 2012-13 arrivals, with 6.1million visitor arrivals recorded. Key countries of
origins for visitors comprised China, UK, Germany and Malaysia.
Trends in tourism visitation, activities and development vary by market, economic outlook and
experiences, as well as the location and infrastructure available, and a number of key themes
that will continue to shape the tourism industry in the short to medium term include:










the increasing personalisation of service and tourism experiences for visitors
availing visitors access to experiences and immersions
sustainability awareness of visitor and visitor infrastructure impacts on the environment
consumer demand for sustainable practices from operators
volunteerism practices and preferences for visitors seeking to add value to their
experience
social media ranking and ratings
adventure and active based experiences that offer trekking, kayaking, cycling, climbing,
coupled with unique lodging and cuisine styles
the emergence of the ‘6 star’ hotel offer in Australia
rapid growth of international investment in Australia’s accommodation market,
particularly from Asian investors

For instance, heightened environmental awareness has contributed to increasing demand for
ecotourism products, a preference for selecting hotels based on their sustainable practices, and
an expectation that tourist operators will not only benefit from their local environment, but
indeed do much to contribute to the betterment of their environment. Similarly, volunteering
offers visitors an opportunity to immerse themselves in a local community or ecology and ‘give
something back’ for their experience.
The relative maturity of the Australian tourism market, the age of accommodation stock and
lack of significant investment post the 2000 Olympic Games, the upcoming Commonwealth
Games on the Gold Coast, coupled with concessions offered by councils such as Brisbane City
Council, has stimulated interest from international operators. Echo Entertainment’s winning
bid for the Queen’s Wharf development in Brisbane, for example, proposes the introduction of:
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Ritz Carlton,
Dorsett Hotel,
The Darling 5-star hotel,
Rosewood Hotel; and
6 Star VIP Hotel,

all of which would be either new to Brisbane or to Australia, demonstrative of significant
investor and operator interest in the Australian tourism industry and the potential to drive this
industry.

Queen’s Wharf Project Vision

A number of other major upscale luxury international hotel and resort developments are
proposed throughout major tourist regions elsewhere in South East and Far North Queensland,
including:


Wanda Vista’s 5-star hotel under construction in Surfers Paradise (formerly known as
the Jewel Project)



Jupiter’s 80 suite 6 star hotel



The W hotel development on the former court site in Brisbane CBD, anticipated to be
positioned as a high end 5-star offer
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Dusit Thani has announced its $550 million dollar hotel and residential development in
greater Springfield, anticipated to house some 168 luxury resort apartments around the
Brookwater Golf Course.



Banyan Tree has secured approval for its residences branded development in Kangaroo
Point and has a second site for its Cassia brand in Surfers Paradise.



The speculative $8 billion Aquis Great Barrier Reef Resort for Cairns, proposed to include
some 7,500 hotel rooms which would significantly change the availability of quality
infrastructure aimed at international tourists in Far North Queensland, particularly
targeting the middle and upper class Asian markets.

There is considerable interest in the Queensland tourism market from a diverse array of major
international operators and management brands. This level of investment and commitment to
the Australian market will have a significant impact on the quality and nature of the
accommodation stock available, and the markets that the Queensland tourism sector can
target, including the growing Asian travel markets.
The significant new development of upmarket hotels and resorts in Brisbane is expected to
have a flow-on effect to other destinations such as the Gold and Sunshine Coasts, attracting
new high net worth travellers to Brisbane, who will then seek to extend their stay in other
destinations.

3.2

DEFINING ECO LUXE

Sustainable tourism and ecotourism attempt to embrace a triple bottom line approach to
tourism, where visitors seek to positively contribute to and benefit from a local or host
community, environmental and economic experience.
As defined by Ecotourism Australia, "Ecotourism is ecologically sustainable tourism with a
primary focus on experiencing natural areas that fosters environmental and cultural
understanding, appreciation and conservation". Tourism services and organisations who obtain
an Ecotourism accreditation are required to demonstrate that their services focus not only
upon the conservation of the local environment and historic heritage, but also ensure that
tourism practices cultivate cultural awareness of the native community and environment.
The proposed development intends to target experience seeking, high net worth individuals by
offering a 5 to 6 star, world-class Eco Luxe resort and services. In the following sections, Urban
Economics explores the current international and domestic supply in the Eco Luxe industry in
order to determine practices, procedures and critical success factors of existing resorts, and the
implications these have for the proposed development.
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3.3

INTERNATIONAL AND AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE ECO LUXE RESORT EXPERIENCE

In order to compete in the international luxury ecotourism market, there are a number of
features and best practices that are expected by the customers of world class ecoresorts and
hotels. According to Tourism Australia, the ability to provide a differentiated, exclusive
experience, rich with history, is one of the keys to success in attracting experience seekers.
Indeed, one of the primary features of successful, international Eco Luxe tourism providers is to
offer unique, impressive and personal experiences to customers.
One of the most important distinctions of the
Eco Luxe tourism industry is obviously the
environmental conservation practices that
they engage, not only in their own sustainable
practices, but in giving back or contributing to
their local environment. The 16 villa Fregate
Island resort in the Seychelles reflects the
ways in which effective environmental
conservation practices contribute to success in
this industry. The private island resort has
worked to restore the tropical native
vegetation, increased the population of wild Giant Aldabra Tortoises from 150 to more than
2,200 over 25 years, brought back the Magpie Robin from the brink of extinction and protected
the critically endangered Hawksbill turtles.
Similarly, Nimmo Bay Wilderness Resort in
British
Columbia
offers
a
luxury
accommodation experience while making a
commitment to environmental sustainability
through the installation of a water powered
electricity system, the purchase of carbon
offsets, low impact construction and the
Futures
Forever
Fund
which
funds
environmental initiatives. These resorts, in
association with others in the environmental
tourism industry, are able to differentiate themselves and to provide a guilt free, unique
experience through their dedication to environmentally sustainable practices.
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One of the primary methods through which Eco Luxe tourism resorts provide exclusive
experiences to their target market is to emphasise a rich history and to provide guests with the
opportunity to meet locals and experience the unique culture. For example, one of the primary
features of Morgan’s Rock Ecolodge in Nicaragua is to provide a ‘local experience’, as well as
placing an emphasis upon the importance of ‘cultural preservation and community
involvement’. Song Saa, private island resort in Cambodia similarly offers an exclusive ‘cultural
experience’, in which guests are able to travel by traditional buffalo cart to a local village, as
well as receive blessings from local monks at a Buddhist pagoda (temple). Turtle Inn in Belize
provides tours of ceremonial sites, museums and the opportunity to experience traditional
Mayan meals and weaving demonstrations.
Culinary and gastronomy offerings are also central to the overall experience. The Lucy Bar &
Restaurant at Bardessono within the Napa Valley, for instance, offers a ‘field to fork’ culinary
experience that caters for hotel guests, local residents and day-trippers alike, but remains true
to the overall resort’s environmental principles. The resort and restaurant are both 100% nonsmoking, there are on-site food producing gardens, carbon fibre bicycles are available for
guests and the resort claims to be the only Californian resort that is LEED Platinum Certified
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design – US Green Building Council). It is through
these experiences and opportunities that ecoresorts and hotels are appealing to experience
seekers and distinguishing themselves from more traditional accommodation offers.

Morgan’s Rock Ecolodge, Song Saa Resort, Turtle Inn & Bardessono Napa Valley
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Australia’s luxury ecotourism experiences have in the past decades followed New Zealand’s
lead and been focused around boutique lodge developments such as Southern Ocean Lodge on
Kangaroo Island or Saffire Freycinet, both offering quality locations and commitment to their
environmental experience and attenuating dining experiences. However, it is interesting to
note that these lodge experiences have only developed a real market presence in Australia’s
tourism industry since around 2008/09, with Australia taking a “back seat” to the more
established and original New Zealand market in catering to this niche market segment.
Operators are evolving their models, and are now identifying a preference for around 100
rooms to create a critical mass of visitors to support the depth of services and experiences on
offer and to reflect increasing customer demand for luxury ecoresort accommodation.
In particular, recently developed ecoresorts and those proposed or under construction across
Australia reflect the increasing operator interest in and consumer demand for sustainable
experiences and environments, with varying accommodation standards from apartment style,
self-catering accommodation to high service, concierge-based experiences.

Elements of Byron (Opens February 2016)

Elements of Byron demonstrates the trend for larger room numbers in ecoresort
accommodation and embraces the local environment and heritage of its site, its distinctive
character and ambience and will offer a range of villa style accommodations that builds on the
emerging need for a sense of connectedness to our local environment or communities.
Approximately 190 rooms will ultimately be available, envisaged as “barefoot luxury”
embracing the beachfront location and upmarket positioning. The hotel will be operated as an
MGallery brand under the Accor Group banner, commencing with a first stage of 103 rooms to
open in February 2016.
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In continuing with this increased room number trend, the developer behind Saffire is proposing
a 120 room ecoresort in Rosny Hill, Tasmania, also comprising a function centre catering for
300 persons, 150 seat restaurant, spa, gym, and wildlife sanctuary. Tailoring to the Asian
market, and particularly Singaporean visitors, in offering a sophisticated experience, the design
has employed Feng Shui principles.
Of a similar scale, a 150 room ecoresort proposal is also under consideration at Anna Bay in
NSW, also to include a conference centre, restaurant, café and retail facilities, with potential to
expand to up to 219 units. Biodiversity offsets are included within the proposal, in keeping with
the proposal’s ecoresort orientation.
Formerly the Noosa Outrigger Resort,
Peppers Noosa has achieved a Green
Star rating for its sustainable building
design and environmental compliance,
including solar energy and rainwater
irrigation and the use of biodegradable
bathroom products. The resort boasts
198 rooms, including studio, one, two
and three bedroom apartments. A
conference centre, Stephanie’s Ocean
Spa, View on Little Hasting Street
Restaurant and Bar, headed by
renowned chef Michael Jenkins, and a heated lagoon pool and lap pool within a rainforest
setting complement the resort. Typical rate: from $390
One of the features of this development, and typical with resort developments, is the on-selling
of apartments to investors who then release these units back into the hotel management pool
for holiday letting. Comparable structures have been used by Peppers in its Broadbeach and
Christchurch developments, by Banyan Tree across its portfolio etc. Increasing evidence of this
practice is expected.
Emirates One & Only Wolgan Valley and Lizard Island each offer approximately 40 rooms,
emphasise exclusivity and privacy for guests because of the effective cap on the number of
overnight guests as well as the design of villas/rooms to accentuate privacy, seclusion and a
sense of luxury. An expansive marketing campaign has contributed to occupancy rates at the
One & Only of 88% in comparison to the average occupancy rate for the Greater Blue
Mountains area of around 50.2% (2012), reflective of the short break/weekender location of
the Blue Mountains, relative to its Sydney major market.
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Emirates One and Only Wolgan Valley

A whole of experience is common amongst these resorts, whether based around adventure,
wellbeing, nature-based discovery, cultural or epicurean immersions. More than one element
is typically encapsulated to broaden the target markets although Bay of Fires Lodge, for
instance, is essentially tailored to those walking the 4-day Bay of Fires walk, but provides
walkers with exclusive lodgings and 3 course meals using Tasmanian produce.

3.4

TARGET MARKETS

The luxury lodge venues position themselves as either adventure, wellbeing or romantic escape
retreats for adults or more mature aged families, through their room design, pricing, activity
and in some instances, age prescriptions.
Segmentation of tourist markets is increasingly diverse and at the same time, specialised,
including culinary or food tourism, ecotourism, medical tourism, cultural tourism, adventure
tourism, voluntourism etc, and appealing to a broad cross-section of tourists, travelling as
individuals, couples, families, groups etc.
According to research by Roy Morgan, some 20% of Australians aged 14+ indicated that they
would like a total ecotourism experience, however, for the same period, only 1% actually did
experience a total ecotourism experience. Both proportions have remained relatively
consistent since 2000, indicative that there are a few factors at play here, perhaps the sample
wishing for something that is idealistic, wanting to portray a sense of idealism, a general lack of
total immersion opportunities, unsuitable experiences or infrastructure, relative affordability
and access etc. However, it would appear that there is a potential target market of visitors that
is not being catered for in the ecotourism market and the evolution of Australia’s ecotourism
infrastructure including the emerging accommodation offer, is expected to address this gap.
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It is also considered that the proposed development of major luxury resorts and hotels
associated with the Queen’s Wharf and W developments in Brisbane will have a flow-on
demand in attracting high net worth individuals and luxury travellers to other destinations in
Queensland as they extend their stay, creating demand for luxury resort developments such as
the proposed resort in Buderim to cater for their accommodation needs.

3.5

MICE MARKET AND THE SUNSHINE COAST

The International Congress and Convention Association defines the MICE market as the
Meetings, Incentives, Conference and Exhibitions industry, or alternatively referred to as the
more all-encompassing Meetings Industry.
According to the 2012 State of the Business Events Industry Report (September 2013), Australia
ranked 13th in its share of the International Association Meetings market, increasing its ranking
from 16th in 2011.
The ABS estimates that there were 189,500 convention/conference arrivals to Australia in 2012,
representing a growth of 11% over 2011. With this sector aligned to prevailing economic
conditions and underlying business confidence, Urban Economics anticipates that ongoing
world-wide economic recovery will drive demand for the Meetings Industry, including
international visitor arrivals to Australia, particularly in light of the downward movement of the
Australian dollar.

The Value of Events to Australia Report estimated that of all meetings, conference, exhibitions
and incentives held in Australia, a significant 60% were within NSW and Victoria, and only 16%
in Queensland (2013-14). Significantly, the report also estimated that some 37million delegates
attended 412,000 business events across Australia during 2013-14, directly spending some
$28billion, although Queensland only captured 15% of this direct spend. The Report estimates
that the total direct and value added effect of the meetings and events market was some
$41billion.
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There is an opportunity for Queensland to increase its relative share of the Meetings or MICE
market in taking advantage of the very real direct and economic effects of the meetings and
events market, and for regional destinations such as the Sunshine Coast to specifically target
this sector.
In particular, the opening of the Sunshine Coast University Hospital, coupled with the presence
of the University of the Sunshine Coast, the area’s natural appeal, and its attraction for the
technology and creative industries, the Sunshine Coast is strategically located to attract an
increasing share of the lucrative Meetings Industry market. Ensuring that there are quality
accommodation facilities, including upmarket and business standard hotels, an accessible
airport as well as quality function facilities will be important in capturing an increasing share of
this market in building on the Coast’s beach, hinterland and urban appeals.
Destination Q Destination Success: State of the Industry Report 2014 specifically identifies the
need for additional 5-star hotel facilities on the Sunshine Coast and a major convention
centre (3,000 seats) as critical to the future growth of the Sunshine Coast region in attracting
the business events and conferences market. In particular, the Report currently estimates that
the value of the business events sector the Sunshine Coast economy is in the order of
$60million, the 2020 target is $3.93billion for the region, requiring significant investment and
activity to approach this opportunity.

3.6

IMPLICATIONS

There is an emerging trend and demand for experiences that connect and re-connect with
nature, communities, families, friends or one’s very self. Not only experiences, but
infrastructure including accommodation that promotes and facilitates this connectedness will
therefore be critical in Queensland’s tourist sector remaining relevant in this evolving market.
In particular, there are a number of proposals for ecoresorts of a comparable scale and mix of
activities as that proposed in Buderim, that are intended to be harmonious with their local
environments, and indeed to give back to their environments and host communities,
internationally, and that are emerging in unique locations in Australia. Successful ecoresorts
carefully and strategically combine tourism experiences with engaging in their local
environments and host communities, and as such present a unique or niche visitor experience
that cannot be readily replicated across all forms of short term accommodation.
There is also a need for additional 5-star accommodation on the Sunshine Coast that would
cater to the meetings and conferences market and the capacity for the Sunshine Coast to cater
for this lucrative market, and to cater for the expected flow-on in demand for accommodation
from new visitors to Queensland attracted to the major Queen’s Wharf and W developments in
Brisbane and luxury hotels under construction on the Gold Coast, seeking alternative
experiences in extending their Queensland stay.
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The Sunshine Coast is ideally positioned within an accessible drive of the Brisbane Metropolitan
market in attracting short stay/weekend visitors (similar to the Blue Mountains relationship
with Greater Sydney) to offer a unique ecoresort experience and to cater for the emerging
luxury tourism market in Brisbane. A domestic airport and international linkages to New
Zealand, (and future direct linkages to many other parts of the world) also positions the
Sunshine Coast within the domestic tourism market, with opportunities to capture increasing
interesting from emerging international markets and growth sectors to Australia that are
seeking unique ecotourism experiences.
Buderim has a strong agricultural and pioneering heritage and unique environment that appeals
to residents and visitors alike, offering a different Sunshine Coast experience, and alternative to
the beach, but remaining within close proximity to the Coast’s famed beaches.
The subject site retains a sense of isolation which will add to the location’s appeal as an
ecoresort, but also the opportunity to maximise its connectedness to Buderim Village and the
natural and built attractions that the Sunshine Coast offers, which is important in creating that
sense of privacy, exclusivity and luxury, and in appealing to a range of target markets.
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4.0 TOURISM IN SOUTH EAST QLD
South East Queensland includes three of the four major tourism regions within Queensland
including Brisbane, the Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast. Of the top four regions in the State, the
Sunshine Coast is the only region not to support a recognised international airport.
FIGURE 4.1 illustrates the Sunshine Coast Tourism Region (TR) which also includes the local
government areas of Noosa and Gympie. Tourism Regions are key statistical boundaries for
which tourism data is available from the ABS, Tourism Research Australia (TRA) and Tourism
and Events Queensland (TEQ). The following analysis compares and compiles data for the
Sunshine Coast TR as well as the smaller Statistical Areas Level 2 (SA2) where available and
applicable.
FIGURE 4.1: Sunshine Coast Tourism Region
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4.1

SUPPLY

The Survey of Tourism Accommodation (STA) undertaken annually by the ABS indicated that
the Sunshine Coast TR included 130 commercial accommodation establishments of 15 or more
rooms through 2013-14. Of particular note is the dearth of hotel and resort style
accommodation, with serviced apartments comprising the majority of establishments and
rooms.
TABLE 4.1: Sunshine Coast Establishments
Accommodation Type
Establishments
Hotels and resorts
6
Motels, private hotels and guest
30
houses
Serviced apartments
93
TOTAL
129

Rooms
724
883
3,978
5,585

Source: ABS Survey of Tourist Accommodation 2013-14

The RACQ Accommodation Guide 2014-15 highlights accommodation which has been assessed
for a Star Rating. The following TABLE 4.2 summarises this accommodation on the Sunshine
Coast with 15 or more rooms.
For the purposes of comparative analysis, the RACQ’s (AAA Tourism) Star Rating system has
been referred to throughout this section. Urban Economics notes however that the system
should only be used as a general guide due to the following limitations:


The Star Rating system is not a national or international standard that is; a 5-Star rated
hotel in Australia may not necessarily meet the 5-Star standard of other countries;
similarly the 5-Star rating can apply across different product types (hotel, serviced
apartment, guesthouse) despite their distinct differences.



Not all accommodation is included within the subscriber paying system, with key brands
such as Hilton and other high-end brands choosing to self-rate or rely on customer
ratings from online mediums such as TripAdvisor.



There is no rating above 5-Star within the system despite the emergence of ultrapremium accommodation around the world such as the ‘6-Star’ The Setai at Miami
Beach and The Venetian in Macau or the ‘world’s only 7-Star’ Burj Al Arab in the UAE.
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TABLE 4.2: RACQ Star Rated Accommodation Sunshine Coast
Accommodation Type
Establishments Rooms/Units
Apartment
48
2,121
Holiday Unit
77
2,849
Hotel Room
5
803
Motel
7
170
Serviced Apartment
5
379
TOTAL
142
6,322
Source: RACQ Accommodation Guide 2014-15, Urban Economics

Urban Economics has considered each of the hotel and resort establishments on the Sunshine
Coast as well as other accommodation such as serviced apartments which are rated 5-Star in
the Region.
The Palmer Coolum Resort’s accommodation is currently closed for refurbishment; part of an
ongoing transformation of the property which has included the addition of the ‘Palmersaurus
Dinosaur Park’ and ‘Motorama’ auto museum attractions. The resort formerly held a self-rated
5-Star rating and continues to operate the golf-course for which it is best known. Typical rate:
$285-$300.
Novotel Twin Waters Resort developed in the early 1990s together with the adjoining Twin
Waters golf course. The resort includes some 341 4-Star (self-rated) hotel rooms which were
most recently refurbished in 2008 and extensive conference facilities. The resort has recently
been approved for expansion to include an additional 124 units to be operated by Pullman.
Typical rate: $150-$300.
Sheraton Noosa Resort & Spa is touted as ‘Hastings Street’s only 5-star full service resort.
Including some 146 rooms, the Sheraton also includes a day spa, fitness centre, outdoor heated
pool, swim up bar and the Noosa Beach House restaurant operated by celebrity chef Peter
Kuruvita. Typical rate: $490-$1,200.
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Noosa Beach House restaurant by Peter Kuruvita @ Sheraton Noosa Resort & Spa

Peppers Noosa Resort & Villas (formerly Noosa Outrigger Resort) includes 198 rooms across a
mix of 5-star (self-rated) studios, apartments and villas. The resort includes the View on Little
Hastings Restaurant headed by renowned chef Michael Jenkins, the Stephanie’s Ocean Day Spa
and a heated lagoon pool and lap pool within a rainforest setting. Typical rate: from $390.
Formerly operated by Rydges and owned by Norm Provan of rugby league fame, the Oaks Oasis
Resort was purchased by its current operators in 2012 and underwent refurbishment and
rebranding to include a waterpark and strengthen its position as a family resort. The resort
includes 158 4-Star (self-rated) hotel rooms and 23 apartments in Caloundra. Typical rate: from
$185 to $460.
Pelican Waters Golf Resort & Spa has formerly been operated under many brands including the
Crown Plaza, Sebel and Ramada brands. Including 80 hotel rooms and 8 apartments, the resort
is oriented to the Greg Norman designed Pelican Waters Golf Course adjacent to the
development. Typical rate: $145-$300.
Oceans Mooloolaba is Mooloolaba's only 5-Star (self-rated) beachfront resort directly opposite
Mooloolaba's beach and central to the Mooloolaba retail and dining strip. The development
includes 46 self-contained luxury apartments and penthouses. Oceans Mooloolaba includes a
pool deck with a heated 25m pool & spa, children’s wading pool, gym and steam room. Typical
rate: $500 (2-bed) to $1,800 (penthouse).
Rumba Beach Resort fronts the Bulcock Beach Esplanade at Caloundra overlooking the
Pumicestone Passage. Opening in 2009 with some 65 apartments, Rumba is the only 5-Star selfrated accommodation within Caloundra. Typical rate: $210 - $450.
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Rumba Beach Resort, Caloundra

RACV Noosa Resort is rated 5-Star (self-rated) and includes 22 suites, 30 one bedroom
apartments, 78 two and three bedroom apartments and 25 multi-storey three bedroom villas.
The resort also includes a One Spa, Arcuri restaurant, bars, pools, tennis courts, children’s
water park and conference facilities. Typical rate: From $275 (discount for members).
Across the Sunshine Coast Tourism Region, only the Sheraton Noosa is considered a highlight 5Star hotel accommodation of 146 rooms, with the remainder of 5-Star accommodation being
within serviced apartments and villas. Comparatively, the Gold Coast Tourism Region is noted
to include some 2,490 5-Star rated hotel rooms, as well as a steady pipeline of new
development.
It is noted that Aria Property’s proposed development on the corner of Mooloolaba Esplanade,
River Esplanade and Burnett Street is for a 159 luxury residential, function facility (2 rooms),
luxury retail and high end restaurant development, comprising a mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom plus
penthouse units. The applicant proposes to secure a 5-star operator to manage the complex,
likely operating as a serviced/holiday apartments rather than hotel rooms and will introduce
much needed high end accommodation to the central Sunshine Coast area.
it is Urban Economics’s opinion that there is a clear differential between the number and mix of
hotel accommodation facilities on the Sunshine Coast, and in particular 5-star hotel facilities on
the Sunshine Coast in comparison to other major tourism markets such as the Gold Coast,
suggesting that the Sunshine Coast may be missing particular target markets and tourism
opportunities, including the meetings and conferences market. For instance, there are some
nine 5-star rated hotels on the Gold Coast, with numerous 5 and 6 star hotels under
construction or mooted across the Gold Coast.
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4.2

DEMAND DRIVERS

At the time of the 2011 Census, approximately 2.4% (7,679) of all persons counted in the
Sunshine Coast Tourism Region were visitors from elsewhere in Australia, the majority of whom
were from the Brisbane Tourism Region.
The International Visitor Survey (IVS) and National Visitor Survey (NVS) are administered by
Tourism Research Australia (TRA). Key data from these surveys estimate the number of
international and domestic overnight visitors as well as domestic day-tripper numbers. FIGURE
4.2 outlines the overnight visitor numbers to the Sunshine Coast since 2005 and highlights the
attraction of the Region for domestic tourists and limited international visitation which has only
averaged between 7% and 10% of all overnight stays. Conversely, the NVS indicates that the
Sunshine Coast is a key market for day visitors which averaged some 5.1 million visitors per
annum between 2005 and 2015.
FIGURE 4.2: Sunshine Coast Visitor Nights
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Source: Tourism Research Australia - IVS, NVS; QGSO

Commercial accommodation occupancy rates on the Sunshine Coast as illustrated in FIGURE 4.3
are distinctly seasonal and linked to the type of accommodation that is available which targets
families and holiday periods. The ABS Survey of Tourist Accommodation (STA) also breaks down
the occupancy of commercial accommodation by SA2, which highlights the comparable
performance of key tourism localities such as Noosa and Mooloolaba to family and holiday
oriented markets such as Caloundra and Maroochydore, with emerging business and events
opportunities for Maroochydore as the City Centre continues to evolve.
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On the ground searches for bookings at the key 5-Star and hotel properties on the Sunshine
Coast suggest that occupancy rates within these properties are much higher than the average,
with limited availability and inflated rates, particularly for weekend stays in the Noosa and
Mooloolaba localities.
FIGURE 4.3: Occupancy Rates
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Airline passengers through the Sunshine Coast Airport (SCA) have dramatically increased since
2001, with passenger movements peaking in 2007-08 with some 920,000 movements on
domestic flights. Since 2012-13, Air New Zealand has operated direct flights between the
Sunshine Coast and New Zealand during the winter months (June to September) which
registered more than 10,000 movements in 2014-15. FIGURE 4.4 illustrates the growth in air
passenger numbers between June 2000 and June 2015.
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FIGURE 4.4: Sunshine Coast Airport Passenger Movements
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Air New Zealand now offers 30 weekly direct flights between the Sunshine Coast Airport and
New Zealand between July and October, and mid December to end of February, to reflect peak
demand periods, with a significant 19% increase in visitor arrivals from New Zealand recorded
at the Sunshine Coast Airport during 2015, and a 23% increase in year-on-year growth of first
time arrivals to the Sunshine Coast from New Zealand.
The Sunshine Coast Airport is currently undergoing a Coordinated Project process for its
expansion to include an additional runway capable of accommodating larger aircraft and direct
flights from longer haul routes such as Asia. The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
project estimates a range of scenarios for passenger movements which indicate that at a
conservative estimate, passenger movements through SCA are estimated to grow at least 2.6%
per annum between 2012 and 2050, with completion of the project after 2020. In even the
lowest projection scenario, passenger movements are anticipated to more than double over
this period, as outlined in TABLE 4.3 and FIGURE 4.5.
TABLE 4.3: Projected Passenger Movements Sunshine Coast Airport
2015
2018
2020
2030
2040
2050
Actual
847,902
Baseline Scenario
1,168,449 1,288,215 2,098,367 2,959,954 4,175,307
Conservative
943,304
991,058 1,268,639 1,623,965 2,078,812
Scenario
Aggressive Scenario
1,185,580 1,332,118 2,385,620 3,704,795 5,753,433
Source: Sunshine Coast Airport Expansion EIS, BITRE
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With Qantas to recommence flights to and from the SCA in December 2015, coupled with the
year on year increase in first time Sunshine Coast visitors on direct flights from New Zealand,
the opportunity exists to entice a greater share of international visitors to the Sunshine Coast. It
is imperative and opportune then, that the commercial accommodation offers match the needs
and expectations of this growing market.

FIGURE 4.5: Projected Passenger Movements Sunshine Coast Airport

Source: Sunshine Coast Airport Expansion EIS, BITRE

These projected scenarios have also been considered in respect of the origins of visitors. At
present all visitors through the SCA are transferred via other domestic airports or Auckland.
With the proposed expansion of the airport, visitor origins are expected to reflect the profile of
other QLD international airports such as Cairns and the Gold Coast which support much higher
proportions of visitors from the growth markets of Asia (11% and 15% respectively c.f.
Sunshine Coast <2%).
TABLE 4.4: Passenger Movements by Type Year Ending July 2015
Airport
Domestic
International
Total
Brisbane
16,779,066
5,150,430
21,929,496
Cairns
3,906,213
498,155
4,404,368
Gold Coast
5,010,830
891,633
5,902,463
Sunshine Coast
842,939
10,669
853,608
Source: BITRE
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4.3

PROPOSED AND MAJOR PROJECTS

The latest CBRE Viewpoint Sunshine Coast reports that business confidence across the Sunshine
Coast is increasing and reflects the level of investment and activity within the Sunshine Coast
across a number of regionally and State significant projects, as outlined below. The Sunshine
Coast Business Confidence Index, derived from the Sunshine Coast Business Confidence Survey
last conducted in November 2014 (and based on a sample of only 222 businesses) recorded an
index of 115, its highest level since the survey was first reported in April 2009.
MAJOR PROJECTS
The $347million Sunshine Coast Airport Expansion project is proposed to include:
 A new 2450m runway, capable of servicing aircraft such as the A330, B787 and B777
supporting direct flights from key markets such as Asia
 Two end taxiway loops, navigation aids and expansion of the existing apron and
terminal
Sunshine Coast Regional Council is investigating a Sunshine Coast Light Rail system between
Maroochydore and Caloundra which is intended to link major destinations and attractions
along the Coast and provide a connection with buses and rail.
The Maroochydore Principal Regional Activity Centre (PRAC) has been planned to provide an
integrated land use, infrastructure and master planning framework for some 200 hectares of
land in the central Maroochydore area. The PRAC is envisaged to include the highest order of
retail, commercial and residential development on the Sunshine Coast to become a true
principal activity centre for the Region.
Sunshine Coast University Hospital (SCUH) and the Oceanside Health Hub are set to open in
late 2016 as one of the most significant health developments in Queensland for decades;
including a range of new and expanded public and private hospital and health services. SCUH
will initially open with about 450 beds in 2016, with capacity for expansion to 900 beds beyond
2021 if needed. The hospital development has also provided the impetus for other significant
development in the area including a new TAFE QLD Sunshine Coast Campus.
TOURISM AND C OMMERCIAL ACCOMMODATION PROJECTS
A 4½ Star Best Western hotel is currently under construction with the Oceanside Health Hub at
Kawana. The development will include 80-rooms and provide short-term accommodation
targeting users of the new hospitals nearby.
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Sekisui House had previously proposed a 5/6-Star hotel with some 250 rooms as part of its
$1billion development at Yaroomba. Whilst the development has recently been refused on
planning grounds, Sekisui House has stated its commitment to the site and is likely to include a
hotel within any future development on the site.
The Sunshine Water Park is an approved $90million development which will be included within
the tourist drive precinct along Steve Irwin Way. The project is mooted to include a 120-room
hotel, cabin holiday village, function centre, waterpark and restaurants.
Mooloolaba Wharf is currently being investigated for redevelopment which could include new
retail shops, hotel, conference facilities, serviced/holiday/permanent residential apartments
and additional marina berths. Place Making Mooloolaba, a draft master plan for the area
considers this project critical to local tourism and planning for Mooloolaba.
Novotel Twin Waters Resort has been approved for the development of an additional 124
units. The development is intended to coincide with the Resort’s rebranding as the Accor
Group’s premium Pullman brand, which currently does not operate on the Sunshine Coast.
Urban Economics also acknowledges the Maroochydore City Centre Priority Development Area
(PDA), as outlined above, with the potential to attract and incorporate short term
accommodation within the City Centre, including hotel and potentially 5-star hotel
accommodation within the City Centre. We have been unable to identify any firm proposals at
this point in time, however, it is considered that the proposed Buderim Eco Luxe Resort and Spa
development would complement any short term accommodation development within the City
Centre and contribute to the overall stock of 5-star accommodation options on the Sunshine
Coast.

4.4

OPPORTUNITIES

This section summarises the opportunities for the Sunshine Coast and proposed development
as they relate to the current tourism market and particularly commercial accommodation.
INTERNATIONAL VISITATION
As illustrated in FIGURE 4.5, the Sunshine Coast has a very low proportion of international
visitors compared to the other major Tourism Regions of Queensland. Whilst this can be partly
attributed to the limited capacity for the Sunshine Coast Airport to accommodate most direct
international flights and aircraft, there is also a lack of accommodation on the Sunshine Coast
which would be truly considered of a 5-star international standard.
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FIGURE 4.6: QLD International Visitors by Tourism Region
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In addition to the strong growth in international visitor arrivals anticipated through the
Sunshine Coast Airport as a result of its expansion and continued partnership with e.g. Air New
Zealand and Qantas, there are also opportunities from the broader growth of the international
visitor to South East Queensland for the Sunshine Coast.
For instance, it is understood that Hawaiian Airlines plans to continue to increase its direct
flights to and from Brisbane, having established new direct flights in 2012 and increasing to four
weekly flights by 2014. As an organisation, Hawaiian Airlines plans to absorb its rapid growth
over the last few years, and to continue to develop additional routes from 2017 as a full-service
airline.
COMMERCIAL ACCOMMODATION BRANDS
The Sunshine Coast has a dearth of quality accommodation brands, operators and properties.
The following outlines a range of brands and operators which match the vision for the subject
site and proposed development and which are in current phases of expansion in Queensland
and Australia.
Pullman is a core, upscale brand of Accor Hotels, the world’s largest hotel operator. The brand
has been a focus of expansion for Accor which has rebranded and developed a number of
properties under the Pullman name. Within Queensland, Pullman has five properties in
Brisbane and far-north Queensland and plans for other localities including the Sunshine Coast.
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MGallery is another core and premium brand of Accor Hotels but has a lifestyle and boutique
orientation which caters for smaller unique properties of between 50 and 120 rooms with
suites sized between 50 and 75m2. Examples include the recently refurbished Inchcolm Hotel in
Brisbane and the Reef House Palm Cove in far-north Queensland, as well as the 2016 opening of
the Elements of Byron resort.

MGallery Fairmont Blue Mountains

Banyan Tree is the marquee brand of the residential apartment and hotel group of the same
name. The Group includes numerous brands such as Angsana, Cassia and Dhawa and continues
its extensive expansion pattern throughout South East Asia; including Australia. Its most recent
forays into the Australian market have included a Banyan Tree Residences at Kangaroo Point
and Cassia Northpoint at Surfers Paradise following the sale of the Group’s first Australian
property Angsana at Palm Cove. The proposed development and subject site would be an ideal
fit for Banyan Tree on the Sunshine Coast and logical expansion of its South East Queensland
presence.
Peppers is the luxury brand of the Mantra Group which has more than 18,000 rooms across
over 125 properties under management. Mantra Group acknowledges “Today, whether they
are international or domestic, Peppers’ guests expect to be the focus of attention, in a property
that offers more than the usual accommodation experience. At Peppers, our promise is ‘We’re
all about you’; to our guests, it’s all about the unique experience of staying at Peppers.” It is
understood that Mantra has provided an unsolicited expression of interest in the proposed
development.
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Spicers Retreats are a portfolio of seven unique properties, each with a focus on relaxed luxury
and including a comfortable bed, quality furnishings, personalised service, great food and the
“feeling of being renewed and reinvigorated by the land itself”. Whilst Spicers Retreats are
currently smaller properties of less than 20 rooms, Urban Economics understands the
operator’s desire and intention to expand into larger scale properties such as the proposed
development, whilst maintaining the Spicers modus operandi. It is also understood that Spicers
has provided an unsolicited expression of interest in the proposed development.
Similar to Spicers Retreats, Baillie Lodges provide luxury accommodation, in unique Australian
destinations. The lodges form a section of the Luxury Lodges of Australia, an exclusive
collection of 19 tourism destinations and experiences which are ‘exclusive by virtue of their
remoteness, their special location and the small number of guests they accommodate at any
one time.’ Having recently ceased their proposal for a new facility in The Rocks Sydney because
of approval and red tape challenges, Baillie Lodges is representative of the operators seeking to
secure new opportunities in the emerging upmarket specialist accommodation market.

Baillie Lodge’s Capella Lodge, Lord Howe Island

Langham Hotel Group operate premium hotels throughout the world. Currently operating
within Sydney and Melbourne, the Group are actively looking at more properties in Australia
including in Queensland and Western Australia; and has identified a growing target market of
baby boomers from North America.
Four Seasons is one of the world’s largest and most prestigious privately held hotel
management companies. The company is jointly owned by Cascade Holdings International
operated by philanthropist Bill Gates and Kingdom Holdings who also have majority stakes in
the luxury Fairmont and Raffles brands. Australia’s only Four Seasons hotel is within the Sydney
CBD with rates starting at approximately AUD$400 per night. It is understood that the Group
has expressed interest in the subject development.
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Wyndham Worldwide manages 7,700 hotels and approximately 668,500 rooms in 71 countries
under 14 hotel brands including Wyndham Grand, Ramada, TRYP and Travelodge. The group
has an active Australian development and acquisition arm based on the Gold Coast. Local
properties include the Ramada Couran Cove and Ramada Marcoola Beach.

Ramada Couran Cove

INTEGRATION OPPORTUNITIES
The vision for the proposed development has opportunities to integrate with, benefit from and
contribute to, numerous vertical and horizontal linkages on the Sunshine Coast.


The major Sunshine Coast University Hospital is only a 14km drive from the subject site.
The proposed development’s facilities would enhance the Region’s potential to attract
significant conferences and events linked to the hospital and health sector, particularly
in light of the Hospital’s role as a regionally significant training hospital.



With the development of high-end commercial
accommodation, there is a need to attract, retain
and
train
hospitality
employees.
Echo
Entertainment, the proponent for the Queen’s
Wharf project has partnered with TAFE QLD to
develop trade training, specific to the needs of 5
and 6 star accommodation providers including:
o 6 Star International Hospitality Service
Programs (15 students)
o Culinary Arts Apprenticeships (15 students
starting September 2015)
o Front of House Apprenticeships (4
apprentices starting July 2015)
The training program is anticipated to grow in line
with the development’s progress and is exemplar
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for what would be required to provide true 5-Star experiences on the Sunshine Coast.
Importantly, the Mooloolaba TAFE is proximate to the subject site and within the
greater Buderim area, offering courses in tourism, events, hospitality, outdoor
recreation and management, highlighting strong and compelling opportunities for
integration with the proposed development in offering training and employment for
students, professional development and ongoing training for staff of the resort etc.


The University of the Sunshine Coast (USC) is the key educational institution for the
Region. Opening with around 500 students in 1996 the campus at Sippy Downs is
expected to support around 12,000 students in 2015. USC provides over 100
undergraduate and post-graduate study options in business, IT, tourism, creative
industries, design, communication, education, engineering, planning, science, health,
nursing, sport sciences, humanities, psychology, social sciences and law. Indigenous,
sustainability, environmental and tourism studies feature at the University and together
with the art gallery, which opens Monday to Saturday, with considerable integration
opportunities with the development and ongoing operation of the Eco Luxe resort.



The Mooloolah River National Park and the surrounding Greater Buderim area presents
a diverse array of sporting and recreational activities likely to appeal to and attract
guests seeking quality overnight accommodation, including the Mooloolah River and its
canoe/kayak launch areas, golf club, hockey and pony clubs etc.



Conferencing and events are considered a key drivers of increasing visitation. The ability
to deliver a unique conference or event in a location such as the proposed development
which is intended to include a conference facility can attract visitation from more
diverse groups (business, government, emerging technology sectors, education etc.)
that may otherwise not visit a destination.



The P&O Pacific Pearl, Pacific Jewel and
Pacific Eden have all visited Mooloolaba
through 2015. The popularity of Mooloolaba
as a location has attracted other operators
including Carnival and Azamara to include the
Sunshine Coast as a port in their 2016
schedules.

Cruise ship anchored off Mooloolaba
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P&O in particular is seeking alternative experiential destinations within the growing
cruise market of Australia with the Sunshine Coast offering diverse and unique shore
tours including at the beaches, food and wine experiences, nature-based experiences
and the hinterland. The operators have reported that passengers on the Pacific Pearl
during its July 2015 visit to Mooloolaba, gave the Sunshine Coast stop a particularly high
passenger experience score.


Experiential tourism refers to the global trend of visitors seeking a more engaging
experience when they travel whereby tourists are not satisfied with simply seeing or
describing an experience, but want to partake. Key experiential themes that may be
connected to the proposed development include –
o Ecotourism (guided tours and immersion)
o Food (cooking classes, ‘farm to plate’)
o Indigenous (cultural experiences)
o Music recitals
o Gardening and permaculture
o Wine tasting and appreciation
o Arts and history appreciation
o Food foraging
o Conservation and preservation experiences



Kunara Organic Supermarket in Forest Glen and within the greater Buderim area, is an
iconic operation that portrays the community interest in, and demand for, quality
produce and dining options, with the proposed development contributing to the
network of quality food experiences within the greater Buderim area.



Similarly, there are a range of culinary, dining and food based experiences establishing
in Buderim, including the emerging “Urban Food Street”, a local resident community
project introducing citrus trees and other edible gardens to their footpaths, a diverse
array of cuisine styles including Korean, Italian, Nepalese and French, dining ambiences
that range from takeaway food, casual café and tavern fare to fine dining at Harry’s on
Buderim, which also caters for weddings and functions, and specialists such as The
Wedding Bakery.
It is intended that the proposed resort will contribute to this gastronomic culture of
Buderim through three distinct on site dining options, including a cafe, casual dining
terrace and a premier a la carte restaurant. This will further develop
Buderim's restaurant culture, increase the flow of diners to Buderim and boost the
profile and profits of the existing local restaurant businesses
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5.0 DEMAND FOR THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
5.1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In examining the potential demand for and performance of the proposed Eco Luxe resort,
Urban Economics has had regard to a range of Australian and international exemplar
developments, including boutique scale facilities and those of a comparable size in terms of
room numbers. Critical factors in terms of room rates, occupancy rates, attenuating facilities
e.g. restaurant seats, function capacities, star rating were considered within this analysis. As
discussed in Chapter 3, typically Australia’s luxury eco market has to-date essentially focused
around boutique lodge destinations such as Southern Ocean etc., although there are other
examples such as O’Reillys Rainforest retreat, which have focused on their relationship with the
surrounding environment, but do not necessarily aim at the higher-end luxury resort market.
We also note that there are other Eco Luxe resorts and developments under construction or
proposed, such as Elements of Byron, which is anticipated to open in February 2016 with 103
rooms starting at $630 per night, standard rack rate for a 50m2 room ($525 for a 30m2 garden
view room). Other proposals include Rosny Hill and Anna Bay developments both with in
excess of 120 rooms proposed. Both Bardessono in the Napa Valley and Elements of Byron
offer interesting comparisons to the proposed Buderim development, with comparable visions,
room numbers, size of rooms, mix of facilities and sustainability objectives.
TABLE 5.1: Comparable Development
Av.
No.
Room
Room Rates
Resort
Rooms
Size
$
2
m
Bardessono Napa
Valley

Elements of Byron

MGallery
Fairmont Resort
Blue Mountains

62

51m2

$675 US

Occupancy
Rates
%

Other
Facilities

Other
comments

81.6

Restaurant,
spa

Focus on
environment
luxury
Barefoot luxury
vision

4½ star
Not Eco Luxe

103*

50m2

$630

n/a

Bar, café,
restaurant,
400 person
function
capacity

221

Deluxe
suite 76m2
Grand
Luxury
102m2

Standard room
$239
Deluxe suite
$689
Grand Luxury
$989

68 after
repositioning
2012

Numerous
conference
facilities,
spa,
kidszone
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Emirates One &
Only Wolgan
Valley

40

Southern
Ocean Lodge

21

Saffire
Freycinet

Hydro Majestic

20

54

83-245m2

$2,050 per
night

88 after One
& Only
management

90 seat
conference
facility, hosts
weddings

Includes meals,
drinks activities

65-120m2

$1,100 per
person

Improved
under Baillie

Restaurant,
bar, spa

Includes meals,
open bar.

80140m2

$1,950 per
night
$39,000
entire resort

19-38m2

From $169

60

70-90%
midweek
100%
weekend

Spa,
restaurant
Café,
restaurant,
both doing
400 covers
weekends,
bar
250 grand
ballroom

Includes
meals, drinks
Average 2
night stay
High tea
Attracting
motoring
enthusiasts
including
upcoming
Hydro Car
Rally
Not Eco Luxe

* currently under construction

The Hydro Majestic has been included as a recently re-developed and reopened hotel with upto-date occupancy data that has built itself around its scenic location, not necessarily based on
quality of the facility nor relevance as an ecoresort.
Occupancy rate histories have demonstrated growth under specialised management services.
We have also had regard to the group performance of:


Banyan Tree – average room rates of $525 Singaporean Dollars per night and occupancy
rate across the group of 58 % for 2014 (2009 - 49 % occupancy rate)



Peppers Broadbeach and Peppers Christchurch, recording occupancy rates of 77.5% and
75.3% for June Quarter 2015, respectively

Estimation of market shares for the MGallery Fairmont, Hydro Majestic and Wolgan Valley are
presented below, based on occupancy rates, visitor nights, and reported number of overnight
visitors to the Blue Mountains:
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TABLE 5.2: Blue Mountains Market Shares
Share of Blue Mountains
Accommodation
Visitor Numbers
Mgallery Fairmont
11%
Wolgan Valley
3%
Hydro Majestic
3%
The Blue Mountains is a small visitor market relative to the Sunshine Coast, but has some
relevance in terms of its distance from a major metropolitan market. It is also recognised that
the Blue Mountains has a very strong domestic and overnight visitor market comparable to the
Sunshine Coast visitor market, with a focus on weekend, short break domestic stays.
In order for the Elements of Byron to achieve an occupancy rate of 80%, it would represent a
market share of 1% of all visitor nights in Byron Bay, noting that there is a high incidence of
visitor nights spent with family/friends particularly by domestic overnight visitors.

5.2

DEMAND FOR THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

On this basis, we have assumed the following fundamentals for the proposed Eco Luxe resort in
Buderim:







125 suites
Occupancy rate of 75 %
Nightly room rate of $600-650
125 staff
Function centre
3*85 seat restaurants

Market shares in estimating potential demand for the proposed resort have been based on the
following:


Estimated market shares for commercial accommodation operations in the Blue
Mountains, as outlined in Section 5.1 ranging from 3% to 11%



Estimated market shares for an optimal performance of Elements of Byron, based on
visitor nights as discussed in Section 5.1 estimated to be 1% of total demand, occupancy
rate of 75-80 %, and allowing for the significant share of accommodation demand takenup by non-commercial options
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Assuming all rooms are equal, a supply of 125 suites at the proposed development
would represent 1.9% share of the total number of rooms available on the Sunshine
Coast, as at 2015 supply



It is recognised that there are proposals for other hotel and short term accommodation
options on the Sunshine Coast likely to introduce new supply to the market in the
intervening period



There is also the capacity to also grow the tourist market on the Sunshine Coast with the
introduction of new infrastructure including new short term accommodation options
and expansion of the Airport and therefore demand for commercial accommodation
options



The proposed development is intended to be positioned as an upmarket, luxury
ecoresort, that would be unique for the Sunshine Coast, and therefore a higher market
share could be applied.

On this basis, we have estimated the projected growth in visitor numbers of the Sunshine Coast
under two scenarios:


Scenario 1: the expansion growth scenario including expansion of the Airport and
expansion of international flights at the Sunshine Coast Airport, new infrastructure
bolstering interest and the high growth overnight visitor number demand with a
particular strong growth opportunity for the international market



Scenario 2: continued growth of the tourist accommodation market on the Sunshine
Coast, but at the more modest ongoing growth scenario

Under both scenarios we have assumed an Eco Luxe resort with some 125 suites which will be a
unique proposition for Buderim and the Sunshine Coast market currently dominated by B&B
and serviced apartment accommodation options.
TABLE 5.3: Overnight Visitor Projections
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
2020
2020
Visitor Nights
17,600,000 13,750,000
Commercial Demand
4,690
3,670
per night
Market Share
1.9
1.9
Room Nights
89
70
Occupancy Rate
71%
56%

Scenario 1
2020
17,600,000

Scenario 2
2020
13,750,000

4,690

3,670

2.0
94
75%

2.0
73
58%
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It is Urban Economics’s opinion that there are a number of opportunities and fundamentals
underpinning the Sunshine Coast tourist market that suggest that Scenario 1 is a very real
opportunity for the Sunshine Coast, although attaining these visitor numbers may be somewhat
time dependent and reliant in part on the expansion of the Airport.
Therefore under the Sunshine Coast Tourism Growth Scenario, the proposed 125 suites would
be feasible and would command a clear presence within the Sunshine Coast luxury
accommodation market.
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6.0 IMPACTS AND BENEFITS ANALYSIS
6.1

ECONOMIC IMPACTS AND BENEFITS

CONSTRUCTION
Urban Economics has been advised that construction costs for the overall development have
been estimated as $60million, excluding Council contributions, consultant fees and future
marketing costs etc.
The following TABLE 6.1 summarises the direct and indirect regional economic contribution of
the proposed development as well as the anticipated employment generated during the
construction phase.
TABLE 6.1: Construction Impacts
Employment
Flow-on Employment
(FTE years)
(FTE years)
180
270
Construction Cost
Value Added Construction
($M)
Effect ($M)
60
49

Total Employment Effect
(FTE years)
450
Total Direct and Indirect
($M)
109



The proposed development would directly inject some $60million in construction costs
to the local, regional and broader economies.



Applying value-added multipliers, it is estimated that the construction of the proposed
redevelopment would generate a flow-on or indirect effect to the economy of some $49
million.



The proposed development would directly and indirectly inject some $109 million to
the economy during the construction period, some $50 million of which will be directed
to the Sunshine Coast economy.



Approximately 180 Full-time Equivalent (FTE) positions will be employed during the
construction of the Eco Luxe Hotel, with a flow-on effect as a result of the purchase of
materials, employment of contractors etc of some additional 270 positions created
throughout the wider economy, representing a direct and indirect generation of in
excess of 450 FTE workers during the construction life of the project. More than 250 of
these positions will be created within the Sunshine Coast economy.
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OPERATIONAL TURNOVER
The following TABLE 6.2 outlines assumed values of the key commercial components of the
development. Assumptions are based on input from the proponent, typical industry averages
and rates of existing and comparable facilities. Actual rates would be set much closer to the
opening of the facility and would be determined by market conditions at that time.
TABLE 6.2: Operational Turnover Assumptions
Parameter
Suites (#)
Average room size (m2)
Room occupancy rate (%)
Hotel room rate (2015 $)
Restaurant Seats (#)
Restaurant revenue per service hour ($)
Day Spa treatment rooms (#)
Day Spa revenue per service hour, per room ($)

Assumed Value
125
54-60
75%
$650
3*85
$2,000
10
$200

Turnover and performance of hotels is volatile and highly dependent on numerous factors
including:
 overall tourism market and economic conditions e.g Australian dollar and international
visitor numbers
 resort operator/brand
 marketing
 perceptions of value
 perceptions of quality
 prevailing weather conditions
 customer rating sites etc.
Based on these assumptions, the annual turnover for the proposed development and key
components is estimated in TABLE 6.3 Dollar values are given in constant 2015 dollars. This
analysis excludes other functions of the proposal such as events and conferencing, eco-tours,
incidental retail e.g. art and hotel merchandise, room service and turnover from lounges/bars
which would be dependent on the development’s ultimate operator.
TABLE 6.3: Operational Turnover
Component
Hotel (Accommodation)
Restaurants
Day Spa

$2015 Million
22.2
8.7
3.7
34.7
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The impact of this turnover on the regional and Sunshine Coast economies has also been
calculated using the Queensland Regional Input-Output Tables (1996/97) for Brisbane-Moreton.
This has been inflated to 2015 dollars to demonstrate the annual value-added multiplier effect
(direct and indirect) of the proposed development’s commercial operations of the proposal for
the Sunshine Coast economy.
The total estimated flow-on effects of the proposed development throughout the economy as
those generated as supplies and equipment are purchased, inventories are maintained, linen
laundered etc.
In other words, the proposed resort will inject some $50million in direct and value added
impacts to the economy each year, approximately $25million of which will be directed to the
Sunshine Coast, which would be primarily experienced by suppliers and services to the facility,
such as food supplies, linen services, marketing, professional services, transport operators and
trade services. Increased economic activity due to the operations of proposed hotel
development would enable such businesses to employ additional workers, the majority of
which would be on the Sunshine Coast.
The location of such a significant tourism dollar earner on the Sunshine Coast would provide
significant rates and taxation revenues to all levels of government.
It is estimated that the proposed development would directly increase overnight tourism to
Buderim by some 55,000 visitors each year, including international overnight visitors.
This increase is visitors alone is similarly estimated to increase local and regional expenditure
by some $30 million per annum; supporting tourism and industry on the Sunshine Coast as well
as local Buderim businesses such as galleries, cafes and boutique retailers.
The proposed operation of three restaurants within the development is expected to have a net
economic benefit for Buderim. More particularly:





visitors staying within the proposed resort also have the opportunity to patronise local
cafes/restaurants in Buderim generating additional patronage for these facilities
Buderim residents travelling to other destinations such as Mooloolaba, Maroochydore
or the Hinterland may be encouraged to dine at the proposed development, retaining
expenditure in Buderim
there are more than 40 restaurants, bistros, cafes, takeaway and casual dining venues in
Buderim
the three restaurants are particularly tailored to catering for the needs and dining
experiences of resort guests, predominantly new overnight visitors to Buderim, thereby
growing the market of dining guests within Buderim rather than drawing away from
existing operators
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It is therefore Urban Economics’s opinion that the proposed incorporation of three restaurants
within the resort will have an insignificant impact on the existing restaurant mix in Buderim.
Any impact would be distributed amongst a wide number of outlets in Buderim and other
locations such as Maroochydore, Mooloolaba and the Hinterland, and therefore would not
have a significant impact. More particularly, it is Urban Economics’s opinion that the capacity
to retain in Buderim resident expenditure on dining out that may otherwise be directed to
other locations, coupled with the additional expenditure captured by resort guests, will
generate a net increase in dining expenditure with flow-on benefits for established eateries and
venues.

OPERATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
The Department of Employment estimates 15,200 persons employed within Accommodation
and Food industry on the Sunshine Coast (SA4) through 2014 which is some 9.3% of the
workforce. The Department also projects that Accommodation and Food industries will create
2,500 (13.5%) of the 18,500 new jobs in the Region by 2019; demonstrating the importance of
tourism development for local employment.
The following TABLE 6.4 outlines assumed employment values of the key commercial
components of the development. Similarly to operational turnovers, assumptions are based on
input from the proponent, typical industry averages and the employment function of existing
and comparable facilities. A key assumption in this instance is the enhanced level of
employment created by 5 to 6-star hotel operations compared to more typical commercial
accommodations.
TABLE 6.4: Operational Employment Assumptions
Parameter
Employment Ratio
Front of House et.al per hotel room
1/2
Housekeepers per hotel room
1/14
Therapists per treatment room
1/1
Restaurant staff per customer service hour
20/100

The proposed development would be a significant additional tourism employer in the region.
The Eco Luxe resort is expected to employ some 125 FTE employees equivalent to (1 employee
per room) comprising a mix of full-time, part-time and casual positions.
The flow-on benefits of this employment would generate further direct and indirect
employment throughout the local and wider economy, in the order of 215 positions as a
result of the increasing earning and therefore expenditure potential of workers employed
within the proposed resort.
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The hotel industry has one of the highest levels of staff turnover, due largely to operational
staff seeking better wages, working hours and improved career opportunities. The potential to
provide higher value employment when combined with relevant career pathways at the
proposed development is intrinsic to the potential of the site e.g. similar to Echo
Entertainment’s partnership with TAFE QLD in taking hospitality training to a new level in
Queensland.

6.2

OTHER ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY IMPACTS AND BENEFITS

In addition to the economic benefits that the proposed development would add to the
Sunshine Coast, Urban Economics has identified a range of other community benefits that
would be derived as a result of the proposed development including:


Promoting and enhancing the Sunshine Coast’s brand as a tourism destination



Adding to the cultural and heritage values of the Buderim community, with the
proposed hotel giving back to its Buderim host community in valuing and sustaining the
Buderim and Sunshine Coast’s unique celebrated and revered cultural heritage



Consolidating Buderim as a high profile and high value destination



Improving the profile of the tourism corridor for the Sunshine Coast and South East
Queensland



Enhancing access to a significant tourism facility locality between the coast and
hinterland e.g. Mooloolaba to Maleny improving the central and southern Sunshine
Coast’s appeal and competitiveness relative to the Noosa premium brand



Providing a key accommodation venue for tourists that surrounding tourism operators
could target such as; Mooloolaba Wharf, Australia Zoo and the approved Sunshine
Water Park



Improving the usage of Buderim as a tourist destination in its own right, not simply a
daytrip destination, with flow-on benefits to local retailers, dining facilities, and
attractions



Providing
collaboration
opportunities,
such
as
joint
ticketing
or
accommodation/ticketing packages for functions and events; e.g. Local art displays, A
Day on the Green at Sirromet



Creating a stronger link to the Hinterland, providing an additional stopping venue for the
leisure drive market between the Hinterland and the Coast
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Adding a function venue for this corridor in offering quality, business standard
conference facilities that would attract the significant and lucrative meetings and
conference sector to the Sunshine Coast and the greater Buderim area, contributing to
the growth of the tourism markets attracted to the Sunshine Coast



Adding a memorable dining destination in Buderim and consolidating the mix of quality
food and dining operators within Buderim and its role as a “foodie haven” on the
Sunshine Coast



Offer an alternative to Noosa for international visitors to the Sunshine Coast, and the
capacity for Buderim and other areas of the Sunshine Coast to capture increased visitor
expenditure. The 2014 Visitor Survey estimated that 52% of international visitors to the
Coast stayed in Noosa



Increase the capacity for the Sunshine Coast to attract international visitors with
international standard and branded hotel accommodation



Create a sustainable ecoresort that will be a niche product for the Sunshine Coast



Contribute to the meeting of State and Local Government economic objectives in
growing the Queensland and regional economies through construction and employment
activity at the resort



Contribute to the meeting of State and Local Government economic and tourism
objectives in growing the Queensland and regional economics by attracting tourists to
the Sunshine Coast, and in particular, improving the Coast’s appeal for high net worth,
international visitors, and therefore new tourism markets to the Sunshine Coast, which
will grow the real numbers of tourists visiting the Sunshine Coast



The proposed development would also contribute to the meeting of these tourism
objectives by creating a world-class, ecoresort that has been particularly identified as a
key opportunity for Queensland and the Sunshine Coast and that would showcase and
enhance Queensland’s ecotourism experiences



Improve the competitiveness of the Sunshine Coast tourism industry compared with
other more traditional markets such as the Gold Coast and Far North Queensland
through increased diversity of the accommodation offer, including a niche resort that
would be particular to the Sunshine Coast
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Contribute to the compelling reasons supporting the need for the expansion of the
Sunshine Coast Airport, including the improved capacity to cater for international
visitors, initially through Qantas and Air New Zealand connections, but potentially direct
international routes



Provide employment opportunities for the residents of the central Sunshine Coast area.
Whilst unemployment rates in the Buderim North and Buderim South Statistical Area 2’s
(SA2’s) were lower than the State average (5.2% and 4.1%, respectively compared with
6.1% June Quarter 2015), unemployment rates in surrounding SA2’s were substantially
above average (Maroochydore-Kuluin 9% and Maroochy Hinterland 7.5%)



Increase the Sunshine Coast and Queensland capacity to offer a range of facilities
including luxury accommodate to compete within the meetings and events market.
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7.0 NEED
Need is typically considered in terms of economic, community and planning contexts. It is
Urban Economics’s opinion that there is clear and compelling need for the proposed Eco Luxe
resort on the Sunshine Coast, and that Buderim represents a strategic location for the proposed
development in maximising the economic and community opportunities for the Sunshine Coast
and in meeting the needs of the community.

ECONOMIC NEED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT


There has not been a new 5 star luxury hotel development on the Sunshine Coast for
more than 25years. The proposed development will introduce new, modern, luxury
hotel rooms that will considerably improve the stock of upmarket hotel rooms available
on the Sunshine Coast and the capacity for the Sunshine Coast to compete in emerging
and established tourist markets.



There is limited choice in quality, upmarket hotel accommodation on the Sunshine
Coast, with only 1 5-star classified hotel currently operating on the Sunshine Coast.
Only 6 other 5-star self-rated properties have been identified on the Sunshine Coast,
comprising serviced apartment, self-catering and B&B facilities, representing limited
choice for tourists seeking a luxury Sunshine Coast destination. In comparison, there
are currently 9 x 5-star rated hotels on the Gold Coast including major international
brands, in addition to a range of serviced apartments and self-catering facilities.
Furthermore, there are numerous new proposals and commitments for 5 and 6 star
facilities across the Gold Coast including new international brands. The proposed
development in Buderim will contribute to the investment in quality tourist
infrastructure for the Sunshine Coast, it will give Buderim a much needed quality resort,
and improve choice in luxury accommodation on the Sunshine Coast.



Increasing international visitor arrivals to Queensland will flow through to demand for
accommodation and experiences in regions including the Sunshine Coast. The proposed
development will contribute to the Sunshine Coast economy’s capacity to enjoy the
economic and community benefits that may otherwise be lost to other Queensland
regions through greater choice in quality hotel accommodation.



A range of new and redeveloped tourist infrastructure will contribute to the
repositioning and growth of the Sunshine Coast tourism market including the proposed
redevelopment of the Mooloolaba Wharf, the new Sunshine Coast waterpark, new
runway at the Sunshine Coast Airport etc., will drive increasing demand for quality
support infrastructure including accommodation, dining and entertainment options for
overnight visitors.
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The Sunshine Coast Airport has demonstrated strong growth in passenger numbers,
including strong growth in New Zealand visitors, with the Airport recording year on year
growth of 23% in first time visitors from New Zealand to the Sunshine Coast, thereby
growing the South East Queensland and Sunshine Coast tourism markets and the
demand for experiences and accommodation.



Furthermore, the recommencement of Qantas flights through the Sunshine Coast
Airport and the potential linkage via Sydney to international routes, as well as the future
expansion to new markets with the new runway and expansion of the Airport, will
generate access to new markets. Significant increases in international tourist markets
directly accessing the Sunshine Coast and projected, generating increasing need for
quality infrastructure including international standard accommodation to cater to these
new market sectors and ensuing increasing number of tourists.



The proposed development will improve choice in short term accommodation facilities
in Buderim and proximate to the University of the Sunshine Coast, with only B&B
facilities and one 35 room budget motor inn currently available in Buderim.



There is a need for conveniently located accommodation and function facilities that will
cater to the needs of the Sunshine Coast University and Sunshine Coast University Public
and Private Hospitals. With some 5,000 workers at the Hospital by 2021, the Hospital
will be a significant economic entity and training facility that will attract visiting
practitioners and specialists with a demand for quality accommodation and meeting
facilities. The proposed development would offer a luxury accommodation and business
standard meeting room facility within the one location proximate to the University,
Hospital and Maroochydore City Centre.



There is a clear gap in the mix of international branded hotel and accommodation
providers on the Sunshine Coast. The increasing interest and activity by providers e.g.
Pullman at Twin Waters, the proposed 5 star hotel at Yaroomba (part of the refused
Sekisui House application) in the Sunshine Coast, and a significant interest from
international providers in entering the Queensland market, is reflective of the strength
of Australia’s tourism industry and the perceived need by operators to better service the
growing tourist market. The proposed development will contribute to the supply of
quality hotel facilities on the Sunshine Coast and the capacity to introduce new
operators to the Sunshine Coast market.
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The proposed development will introduce new fine dining options to the greater
Buderim area, showcase world-class culinary skill and provide choice in improved dining
ambience, bringing gastronomic flavour to Buderim, consolidating Buderim as a foodie
haven.



The Demand Analysis concluded that occupancy rates of the 5-star short term
accommodation options on the Sunshine Coast are considerably higher than the
average for all Sunshine Coast accommodation and indicative of some demand-supply
imbalance for this accommodation type. There is therefore a clear need to ensure
improved choice in availability, location, quality and operator of hotel accommodation
and in particular, luxury resort accommodation on the Sunshine Coast. The proposed
resort will introduce some 125 luxury hotel rooms, contributing to the availability of
rooms, particularly during peak periods.



There is a need to ensure the continued attraction of investment and activity to the
Sunshine Coast, and the proposed development will facilitate ongoing confidence in the
Sunshine Coast economy by introducing new hotel stock to the Sunshine Coast market.



The proposed Eco Luxe resort will contribute to Queensland and the Sunshine Coast’s
capacity to compete in attracting events and meetings.

COMMUNITY NEED FOR THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT


The increasing segmentation of the tourism market and the demand by visitors for
specialised experiences will generate increasing demand for quality infrastructure
including accommodation facilities that meet the varying needs of these different target
markets. The proposed development aims to cater for visitors seeking a sustainable
luxury accommodation experience and will considerably improve choice available to
visitors to the Sunshine Coast.



The ecotourism sector is one of the fastest growing sectors of the tourism industry
(UNWTO), with a survey of Conde Nast readers reporting that 74.5% of readers are
influenced by a hotel’s environmental policies when considering where to stay. The
demand for hotels and accommodation facilities that are committed to operating
sustainably within their environment and host communities is increasing, and there is a
need for accommodation on the Sunshine Coast to cater for this visitor community
expectation.
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Environmental awareness has translated to increasing demand by visitors for
experiences and facilities that are sustainable, are carbon neutral, sensitive to their local
environments and contribute to the enrichment of their local community and
environment. The proposed development is intended to operate sustainably, to value
its environs and to contribute to the Buderim environment as a truly eco/sustainable
resort and tourism experience that will appeal to the growing ecotourism market and
their expectations.



There is an increasing demand by visitors to immerse themselves in the cultural and
heritage background of a destination. The proposed development is intended to
embrace and value the local Indigenous heritage of Buderim and the Sunshine Coast,
working with local Indigenous groups to provide visitors with Indigenous experiences
including talks and presentations, access to Indigenous art, and it is intended that the
resort will employ a number of well-trained Indigenous hospitality staff from
collaborating/working with organisations such as NCIE and Dokka.



The proposed development will introduce additional dining and meeting spaces in
Buderim, and reduce the need for Buderim residents to travel out of the Greater
Buderim area to access choice in fine dining, gastronomy and function spaces.



The proposed accommodation facility will improve the availability of short-term options
for visitors seeking a Buderim locality to visit family/friends who have retired to the
many retirement villages in Buderim, or who are studying or working at the University.

PLANNING NEED


The proposed development will introduce a quality, luxury resort to the Sunshine Coast,
providing an alternative accommodation solution for overnight visitors to the Sunshine
Coast seeking to embrace the Coast’s unique mix of both revered Sunshine Coast
experiences; Beach and Hinterland. The resort will offer, by its unique dual views,
aspect landscape and climate, connections with the Glass House Mountains and also
uniquely, connections with several world class beaches just 6minutes away.



There are no other luxury resorts in Buderim that offer the proximity to the range of
natural attractions and significant economic facilities that the Sunshine Coast offers.



More particularly, the only 5-star rated hotel currently on the Sunshine Coast is located
in Noosa. The proposed development will offer tourists the opportunity to enjoy luxury
accommodation within the central and southern Sunshine Coast areas, including
proximity to the University, new Hospital precinct, Maroochydore CBD etc.
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The proposed development is intended to embrace and celebrate the Indigenous
heritage of the Buderim area by encapsulating Indigenous experiences, art, celebrations
and culture within the development that are particular to the local area.



The proposed development will also remain sensitive to Buderim’s agricultural
settlement and the rural designation of the site, through home horticultural practices
e.g. establishing a range of edible gardens including herb and vegetable gardens,
beekeeping, chicken coop etc. to contribute to the sustainability of the resort’s
operations in Buderim.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
The resort proposed at 24 & 26 Box Street offers a strategic opportunity to deliver to Buderim
and the Sunshine Coast, a world-class, international standard ecoresort and luxury
accommodation experience that will be a unique destination for the Sunshine Coast, intrinsic to
the meeting of local and State economic and tourism strategies.
Embracing and celebrating the Buderim lifestyle, its Indigenous heritage and agricultural
settlement, the proposed ecoresort will be a unique and significant investment in and
commitment to the Sunshine Coast economy as it continues to position itself as a tourism
destination of international significance. With direct and indirect employment opportunities
for more than 215 workers, and an annual injection of some $25million to the local economy,
the proposed $60million Eco Luxe resort will generate significant economic and community
benefits for the Buderim and broader Sunshine Coast communities.
Positioned as a luxury ecoresort, unparalleled on the Sunshine Coast, the proposed
development will also contribute to the potential to grow the Sunshine Coast’s tourism
industry, and to accentuate the very real economic opportunities for the Sunshine Coast as a
direct result of major new investment at the Airport, the Hospital, the Maroochydore CBD, the
proposed Mooloolaba Wharf redevelopment and the approved $90million waterpark.
More particularly, it is Urban Economics’s opinion that the proposed development will harness
the Sunshine Coast’s capacity to attract new visitor markets, including lucrative international
and conference visitors, to improve the overall stock of accommodation facilities available to
overnight visitors, to increase the Sunshine Coast’s relative competitiveness in Queensland’s
growing tourism industry and its capacity to attract a share of the international investment in
tourist accommodation that is currently directed to the Gold Coast and Brisbane.
The intention to operate as a luxury, high end hotel of 5-6 star rating will deliver to the
Sunshine Coast significant investment in a new 5-star hotel adding value to the stock of luxury
accommodation facilities available on the Sunshine Coast, and to the central and southern
Sunshine Coast, a new standard of hotel accommodation, with significant integration
opportunities with the level of economic investment in commercial and tourist facilities in the
central Sunshine Coast and the opportunity to accentuate the Sunshine Coast tourism brand.
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Urban Economics also concludes that there are substantial integration opportunities between
the proposed development and the greater Buderim and broader Sunshine Coast communities,
including opportunities to increase visitor expenditure in Buderim, consolidate Buderim as a
“foodie haven”, offer business standard meeting facilities to capture the lucrative meetings and
conventions market, create quality training opportunities for TAFE and University students and
opportunities for guests to enjoy the breadth of natural recreational and sporting facilities in
the greater Buderim area.
There is therefore, a clear and compelling need for the development of quality, international
standard, luxury hotel accommodation on the Sunshine Coast, and the subject site offers the
opportunity to develop a niche, ecoresort with considerable economic and community benefits,
meeting community, economic and planning needs, and fostering economic and community
integration opportunities that will have an enduring benefit for the Sunshine Coast economy.
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APPENDIX – ECONOMIC & TOURISM STRATEGIES
This section summarises key planning and tourism documentation and strategies from an
economic perspective particularly as they relate to the vison for the proposed development and
tourism development generally on the Sunshine Coast.

REGIONAL PLANNING
SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND REGIONAL PLAN (SEQRP) 2009-2031
The SEQRP is a statutory document that outlines the QLD Government’s vision to shape South
East Queensland over a 20 year period. It is a plan for growth and to manage expanding
population and issues such as housing affordability, congestion and climate change.
Specifically, the vision for the Sunshine Coast is defined as follows:
“The Sunshine Coast seeks a diversified, viable, interdependent and self-sufficient urban and
rural economic base that maximises local job creation and employment options, and builds
economic strength and resilience. Innovation, knowledge-based and creative industries,
research and development, health, tourism and sport are all essential to the Sunshine Coast’s
economic development.”
It is noted that SEQRP is currently under review with a draft of the new version slated for
release in 2015/16.
SUNSHINE C OAST: THE NATURAL ADVANTAGE REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 2013-2033
The Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development Strategy is a 20-year vision for sustainable
economic growth within the Region. It aims to help ensure the Region “actively participates in
the global economy and deliver the lifestyle and opportunities for local residents and businesses
alike.”
The Strategy unequivocally identifies the need for and potential of, tourism development within
the Region. The following excerpts specifically identify the issues within the core tourism sector
of the Sunshine Coast and the desire for development which is:





Niche
Experiential
Eco-tourism
High-value
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“Most notably, the Sunshine Coast is experiencing existing shortfalls – given current and
projected population levels - in tourism, digital, transport and community infrastructure. The
risk posed by ageing tourism infrastructure alone (including hotels and visitor attractions) coupled with limited private investment in accommodation stock - is substantial.”
“Investment in certain high-value industries – such as agribusiness and niche tourism and leisure
experiences– will necessarily occur outside the Enterprise Corridor. Local regulatory settings will
reflect the needs and characteristics of these industries to facilitate new investment to enable
the region to position itself as a global supplier of niche food and beverage products and rural
and eco-tourism experiences.”
The Strategy recognises the need to continually evolve and enable the Coast’s vital tourism
industry and to facilitate the necessary infrastructure to support it.
MAROOCHY PLAN 2000 (SUPERSEDED )
The Desired Environmental Outcomes (DEO’s) within the Superseded Maroochy Plan 2000
include Economic Sustainability objectives, seeking to reinforce the former Shire’s strengths in
tourism, commercial/business services, rural activity, education and health facilities and
transport infrastructure.
Key strategies for fostering Economic Sustainability include fostering a vibrant, diverse and
sustainable tourism sector, ensuring the development of accommodation and activities for both
residents and visitors and encouraging development that recognises the contribution of the
former Shire’s natural resources, amenity and lifestyle values to the economy.
The Sunshine Coast Planning Scheme 2014 has been released, identifying tourism and tourism
focus areas within the Strategy Intent, however, this development is to be assessed under the
Superseded Scheme.

TOURISM STRATEGIES
DESTINATION Q
DestinationQ is a partnership between the Queensland Government and the tourism industry
which seeks to secure Queensland as Australia's foremost tourist destination and to achieve its
share of the national target by reaching $30 billion in overnight visitor expenditure per annum
by 2020. Specifically, Destination Q benchmarks and tracks the perceptions of tourist
experiences within the Sunshine Coast and provides direction to achieve these targets.
The following summarises the Sunshine Coast ‘brand’ as identified within Destination Q:
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“Destination Offer - Globally recognised, premier, revitalising holiday destination blending
coastal and hinterland experiences.
Signature Features - Coastal beaches and waterways, scenic hinterland areas, national parks,
world-class resorts, quality restaurants and tourism attractions.
Destination Personality - Caring, nurturing, friendly, down to earth, calm, serene, genuine,
fresh.
What you can do there – Beaches, rainforest hinterland experiences, national parks, outdoor
adventure activities, freshwater rivers and lakes.”
QUEENSLAND ECO TOURISM PLAN 2013-2020
Queensland’s Eco Tourism Plan acknowledges the natural assets of Queensland including the
Great Barrier Reef, rainforests and unique landscapes and the role of this natural advantage as
the main motivator visitation and travel toQueensland. The Plan outlines the following vison for
ecotourism within Queensland by 2020:
“Queensland is Australia’s number one ecotourism destination and recognised as a world leader
in ecotourism, delivering best practice nature-based experiences that contribute to the
conservation of our natural resources and cultural heritage.
This vision will be achieved through the implementation of the following strategic priorities:
1. Delivering world-class experiences
2. Facilitating best practice and innovation
3. Raising the profile of Queensland’s ecotourism experiences
4. Fostering thriving operators
5. Embracing a partnership approach between the tourism industry, government,
community and Traditional Owners.”
Embracing Queensland’s natural assets through enhanced experiences is central to facilitating
Queensland’s growing ecotourism industry and its relative share of this market.
DRAFT QUEENSLAND ECO T OURISM PLAN 2015-2020
The Draft Plan, similarly to the existing Eco Tourism Plan, seeks to advance the role of
ecotourism within Queensland with a focus on natural assets such as marine and national
parks. The Draft however provides a variation on the strategic direction for ecotourism with the
following five new priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Driving innovation in ecotourism experiences.
Showcasing the world renowned Great Barrier Reef.
Stimulating investment in new and refurbished ecotourism opportunities.
Expanding authentic Indigenous ecotourism experiences.
Promoting Queensland’s world-class ecotourism experiences.
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Again, investment in and commitment to infrastructure that supports and showcases
Queensland’s inherent natural assets is tantamount to Queensland’s ecotourism growth
and success.
TOURISM, SPORT AND LEISURE INDUSTRY AND INVESTMENT ACTION PLAN 2014-2020
The Tourism, Sport and Leisure IIAP builds upon the direction of the Sunshine Coast’s Economic
Development Strategy to provide specific Actions to progress the Region’s key industries based
upon the Economic Development Strategy’s five key themes.
The Action Plan also outlines the key target areas for growth in the industry as noted by
Sunshine Coast Destination Limited (SCDL), the Sunshine Coast’sRegional Tourism Operator
including:
“Primary:
Secondary:
Emerging:

Midweek Event Tourism (including Business, Leisure and Sporting Events),
Interstate Fly/Drive (from Sydney and Melbourne) to build resilience
Nature-based Tourism, Niche Tourism (food, wellness, golf, soft adventure), Drive
Tourism (including Long Stay Visitors - seniors/grey nomads)
Travel for a Purpose (health and education)”

SUNSHINE C OAST T OURISM OPPORTUNITY PLAN 2009-2017
The Opportunity Plan identifies more than 186 investment opportunities for tourism on the
Sunshine Coast. Specifically, the Plan identifies 10 high priority catalyst projects that would be
strategic in meeting the intended outcomes for the Sunshine Coast, including a Hinterland
EcoLodge and Hinterland nature based tourism drive route, trails and attractions; opportunities
that would be supported by the proposed development.
In particular the plan notes a core opportunity for accommodation:
“The coastal region needs additional range and diversity in accommodation including meeting
facilities, a high end 5* icon hotel together with the presence of high end major International
brands”.
RESTAURANT AUSTRALIA
Combining both strategy and marketing, Restaurant Australia seeks to enhance and promote
the role of Australia’s food and wine industry in growing tourism throughout the country.
Restaurant Australia recognises the ground swell of interest in food related tourism and
Australia’s unique advantage as a ‘land of plenty’ combined with world-class destinations and
scenery to attract national and international visitors.
For instance, Restaurant Australia acknowledges the local Noosa International Food & Wine
Festival which:
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“Now in its 11th year, the Noosa International Food and Wine Festival celebrates Australian
produce, wine, and talent. This internationally acclaimed event, also plays host to the likes of
André Chiang of Restaurant André in Singapore – listed as one of the 50 Best Restaurants – and
Carlo Cracco of two Michelin starred Ristorante Cracco in Milan.”
There are opportunities to build on the success of this Sunshine Coast institution, and the
growing interest in food tourism.

Noosa International Food and Wine Festival Event
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URBAN ECONOMICS
Urban Economics is a specialist economic and market research consultancy, based in Brisbane and at the
heart of one of Australia’s fastest growing regions. Our services are designed to explore and add
insights to the retail, industrial, commercial office, residential, tourist and hospitality sectors. We are
committed to adding value to clients’ decisions, understanding the bigger picture, and providing advice
in which the team has conviction.
We pride ourselves in the provision of objective, independent, informed and practical advice throughout
all stages of urban and property development, from individual project feasibility and market analysis to
strategic level centres planning and regional development strategies.
The Urban Economics team enjoys the challenge of understanding how and why we live, work and play
within the urban environment and the implications external influences (demographic, population,
economic, planning changes etc.) may have on the demand for, and supply of, diverse property sectors
and markets.
We have extensive experience in the preparation of economic need and impact assessments for a
diverse array of projects including hotels, ecoresorts, island resorts, caravan parks, retirement villages,
masterplanned residential communities, manufactured home parks, aged care homes, medical and child
care centres, theme parks and tourist attractions, shopping centres, universities.
Relevant project experience includes:







Assessment of economic benefits of the approved $90million Sunshine Coast Waterpark
Economic benefits and impacts analysis of a proposed major luxury retail and dining precinct in
Hawaii on behalf of the applicant
Economic impact and need analysis of a proposed townhouse, manufactured home park and
caravan park adjacent to the Karawatha State Forest
Assessment of Need for a serviced apartment complex in Emerald, on behalf of the operator
Impact and benefits analyses as input to the masterplanning preparation for the Brisbane
Airport and its key development precincts
Assessment of economic benefits of a new private University in Adelaide as part of the licensing
application process, now operating as the Torrens University

Kerrianne Meulman Managing Director B.Ec, Dip MR, MIMC, MAMSRS,
QPMR, JPQual.
Combining more than 20 years’ economic consulting and market research experience with a passion for
understanding how and why we live, work, play and educate within our urban environments, Kerrianne
enjoys adding value to clients’ property related decisions and brings to your project experience in all
facets of the way we use our urban environments from child care to aged care. Kerrianne is a Qualified
Practicing Market Researcher, a Member of the Australian Market and Social Research Society, a
Member of the Institute of Management Consultants, holds a Bachelor of Economics, a Diploma in
Market Research and a Certificate in Qualitative Research.
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